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Thank
you
2018

next

Welcome back to the first 2019 issue of A Study in Purple!
What a year 2018 was, both in the wider world and within our school. 2018 was
progression, diversity, accomplishment and a shift towards global equality. It was also
political turbulence, ignorance, irrational world leaders and a shift towards global
warming. In this issue of A Study in Purple, students throughout the school have
addressed various global events and topics related to 2018. A select number of
pieces also discuss the year ahead of us and what it will bring. There is a variety of
captivating and relevant articles from Helena Aeberli’s uplifting summary of the year to
Sophia Starck’s write-up on the unsettling plastic crisis. We have outstanding creative
pieces, not to mention the stunning photography by Tiffany Chan and Ama Otuo. This
issue is intriguing, engaging and informative; we hope you enjoy your read. I think I
speak for all of us when I say 2018 was an interesting year but she’s history now, so
thank you 2018, next.

Lakshya Ravikumar

Thank you to Darcey Boyle For the Front Cover Artwork
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CANCER
2018 may not have been the one, if it
was, that’s great but now it is your chance
to make 2019 even better. Cancers have
a habit of being anxious and insecure so
this year you need to treat yourself! Go on
holiday preferably somewhere near the
sea as Cancers like to relax near or in
water. Find a cute swimming costume you
feel comfortable and confident in and just
go with the flow.

Lucky numbers: 2, 3, 15, 20

LIBRA
Libras are peaceful and fair. You are in a
constant chase for justice, quality and
avoiding conflict. This year is time to focus
on yourself. You probably hate being
alone and partnership is very important to
you. Finding a compatible partner is your
priority and charming personality won’t make
it hard for you to finding that special someone. This doesn't necessarily apply solely to
romantic relationships (but it can if you
want!). Your New Years resolution is improving your wellbeing by improving the people
you surround yourself with. But don’t start
abruptly cutting people out of your life as
you don't handle confrontation too well.
Lucky numbers: 4, 6, 13, 15, 24

You are responsible, disciplined
and independent. Capricorns are
the masters of self control so maybe
give vegetarianism a try. Or if saving
your planet isn't your thing, make
some of your own personal goals.
These could be changes to fitness
school or personal life. You are
ambitious yet practical and your
independence allows you to not
rely on others to tell you what to do
so make 2019 whatever you want it
to be!

Lucky numbers: 4, 8, 13, 22

Good things

I

t would be an over-optimistic
exaggeration to claim that
2018 was a good year for
the world. What with Brexit
going nowhere, climate change
threatening to destroy the
planet, and Donald Trump
sending off a staggering ten
(potentially
world-altering)

Helena Aeberli

tweets a day, most of us likely
ended the year feeling fatigued
by the mere idea of turning on
the news.
But hidden amidst all the gloom
and doom of 2018, there was

some good news. Here are six
pieces of it you might just have
forgotten about:

In November, after a seven-month
journey and a dangerous landing, the
InSight spacecraft touched down
safely on Mars. This is the first mission to
study the deep interior of the red planet and
listen for ‘Marsquakes’ — a scientific step
forwards which will help us better understand
our solar system and prepare us for future
missions. The lander also sent back some
spectacular pictures which help put into
perspective our place in the universe.

In a landmark ruling in September,
the second most populous country,
India, decriminalised gay sex. Since January, all
Latin American countries must now allow samesex marriages. And leading medical and global
bodies have become more supportive of
transgender people. Worldwide social
acceptance for LGBT people has been
increasing.

After the hard-fought 2018
Midterms, American voters elected
the most diverse Congress ever.
New representatives included Alexandria
Oscasio-Cortez — a 29 year old Hispanic
woman who is vocal in her support for a ‘Green
New Deal’ to stimulate both the US economy
and the environment, and Sharice Davids — the
joint first Native American woman to be elected
who is also gay. In the age of Trump, these
diverse Congresspeople will have a vital role
to play in representing American people and
defending their rights.

This September, London Fashion
Week went fur-free for the first time
ever, as part of the push to make fashion more
environmentally and animal friendly. Importantly,
this move came after a survey of designers
involved — the measure was a push from the
people, and shows a changing consciousness
towards the world and our impact on it, in an
influential industry like fashion. Famous brands
such as Gucci have also been going fur-free in
2018.

Against all odds, twelve teenage
footballers and their young coach
were rescued from a flooded cave
network in Thailand this July. They’d become
trapped after deciding to explore the caves,
but all survived the ordeal, thanks to the
heroism of their rescuers, including Thai Navy
Seal Saman Gunan who died in the mission to
save the boys.

As people become more
environmentally conscious, they’re
shifting away from meat, studies
showed. According to a report by GlobalData,
70% of the world’s population is either reducing
or stopping their meat consumption — a shift
particularly driven by young people. More and
more supermarkets and restaurants have been
introducing vegetarian and vegan options in
2018, in a move that will have benefits for our
collective health as well as the planet.
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018 has been a
rollercoaster: politics,
music and fashion
concepts have all
been completely challenged
within the space of twelve
months. With a woman in the
position of Prime Minister, the
resurrection of the band
Queen, and a comeback of
vintage aesthetics, we must
consider this: are the 80s
back?
To get an idea of the political
climate in the 1980s, you can
simply immerse yourself in the
music of The Clash. Their songs
express the ideologies of leftwing politics, and sometimes
musically relate a topical
event; this is exemplified in
Rock the Casbah (about the
1979 ban of Western music in
Iran) and Straight To Hell
(tackling themes of Vietnam
and racism). The themes
discussed in these songs by
The Clash are still applicable
to today’s politics, as the
conversation on
r a c e

Ahana Banerji

1980

relations in particular has only
just begun. In 2018, this
conversation was continued
with the release of the album
Dirty Computer by Janelle
Monáe; it was hailed as
ground-breaking, as topics of
oppression and identity as
they related to race and
sexuality
were
examined
through
bold
electronic
sounds, and lyrics resonant of
The Clash’s highly politicized
music

In a world that
seems to be coming
full circle, can we
learn from the past?
Margaret
Thatcher ’s
administration lasted through
the entirety of the 1980s, and
in 2016, Theresa May
succeeded in becoming the
next Prime Minister. Since they
are the only two comparatively
hapless one
Fashion this year has
bourn likenesses to
typical of
1 9 8

also
that
the
0 s.

2018 saw a surge in popularity
of retro aesthetics, including
mom jeans, denim jackets, and
dungarees. The reason for the
reprisal of this style can be
traced to the presence of the
80s scene in film, with releases
such as Bohemian Rhapsody
and Mamma Mia: Here We Go
Again embodying the spirit of
the decade. These two films
made a conscious effort style
their characters to match the
appeal to a teenage and
millennial-born
audience;
prominent promoters of 80s
fashion in these films included
Lucy Boynton, (Mary Austin,
Bohemian Rhapsody) Lily
James (Donna, Mamma Mia),
and on a more outlandish
scale, Rami Malek (Freddie
Mercury, Bohemian Rhapsody).
To summarise, 2018 has been
an amazing year bearing
striking resemblances to the
world as it was nearly forty
years ago. Going into 2019,
the real question we have to
ask ourselves is this: in a world
that seems to be coming full
circle, can we learn from the
past? Whether the past’s
mistakes lie in politics or
fashion, I believe we can. Do
you?
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Sophia Starck

C

reated by North Pacific Gyre tin the Pacific
Ocean there is an island that has been
created and consists entirely of rubbish, it is the
size of India, Europe and Mexico combined.
Rubbish which we can all be held responsible for creating.
90% of which consists of plastic. Polyethylene is widely
used as plastic products. It contains strong carboncarbon bonds which renders it resistant to natural
degradation.
However black plastics are where the true problem lies.
Every year, it is estimated that 30,000 and 60,000 tonnes
of black plastic are said to be used and discarded by
UK households according to Waste and Resource Action
Program (WRAP). These plastics
are often coloured using black
carbon based pigments. When
all material is brought to a
recycling facility, it is sorted using
a system which separates different
types of plastics at stages from
the main conveyor belt. Sensors
use the near infrared radiation of
the material to categorise them.
Unfortunately, this technique has a
difficult time recognising the pigments
contained in black plastics. Instead, these plastics are
either incinerated, put into landfill or end up in the natural
environment. It has been calculated that 10 million tonnes
of plastic are added to the ocean every single year and
that by 2050 there will be 12 billion tonnes of plastic in
landfills and the natural environment. It is believed that
46,000 pieces of plastic are in every square mile of
ocean and scientists have found at least 40 species of
fish, globally, that consume plastic. Not only does this harm
wildlife directly, but it causes concerns about
bioaccumulation for animals higher up in food chains and
in generations to come. A studied example of this is the
harm caused to seal pups when a toxin, which has now
been banned for decades, has built up in the sea and

transferred into the mother’s milk from ingesting fish. The
toxic chemicals interfere with the seal pups’ ability to gain
weight. This shows that the some detrimental damage can
still affect the environment into the future, regardless of
whether it is still actively occurring and therefore careful
considerations must always be taken.
Not only are black plastics an issue to recycle, much of
their original use are in electronics are not made to be
food-grade. This causes a massive and mostly unknown
problem. A study by the University of Plymouth found that
many black plastics originating from electronics and are
now being reused across many consumer goods and,
worryingly, contain additives which can be detrimental to
human health. Researchers learned that
from 600 black plastic goods, the
plastics had “significant and widespread
contamination” of hazardous materials
that exceeded legal limits. Researchers
used X-ray fluorescence spectrometers
to detect traces of these contaminates.
This unsettling discovery advocates for
the entire production of black plastic to
be reduced as much possible as even
when recycled, it can cause disastrous
damage.
All is not lost however. There are some massive businesses
and manufacturers who have been taking crucial steps to
be more environmentally cautious concerning plastic
production and use. The international supermarket chain
Lidl removed all black plastic from its entire fruit and
vegetable range in September 2018 and has plans to
remove all black plastic from its fresh meat, fish and poultry
range by August of 2019. Alternatives such as various
recyclable plastics will instead be used. The chain
predicts the move will save an incredible 50 tonnes
(50,000 kilograms) of black plastic waste a year. That's
about seven times as heavy as a Tyrannosaurus Rex.

The change has been positively received by many.
“Black plastic is one of the most problematic forms of
plastic you can find on supermarket shelves, and Lidl
are doing the right thing by phasing it out as quickly
as possible” announced the senior oceans
campaigner for Greenpeace UK, Louise Edge. In
another market, a Tipton based company which
produces 100 million plant pots every year is
introducing changes to the colour of the pots
produced. Unfortunately the black colour had been
specifically chosen to prevent light reaching the roots
of the plants and therefore an equally suitable
alternate colour had to be found. A taupe shade
was found that fit the criteria and the company plans
to be dispersed from early 2019. One group of
scientists have even possibly found a lead in a way
to approach the problem of the some 8.6 billion
tonnes of plastic, which will each have a rough life of

500 years, sitting in landfill sites across the world in a
surprising way: caterpillars. Wax moth caterpillars to
be accurate. Wax worms regularly eat bees wax in
hives but have also been found to make holes in a
polyethylene bag in just 40 minutes and entirely
consume one in a few hours. It is suspected that this is
possible due to bacteria that exist inside the
caterpillars that are able to break down the
polyethylene into ethylene glycol (another organic
compound).
With the support of larger corporate companies and
some caterpillars there is no reason awareness of the
dangers of black plastics can be spread and
eventually the production of black plastics can be
lessened and perhaps a fraction of the damage us
as humans have inflicted on an undeserving and
delicate earth can be reduced

charity
Kitty Goodman
Winter is one of my favourite seasons for the sole reason
I adore to be cosy, wear fluffy socks, thick jumpers, drink
hot chocolate that burns your tongue only slightly and a
good boxset are the things that get me through the
chilly months.
One of my winter must have pieces is a big coat. I
always find a charity shop is the best place to hunt
down a warm, sturdy jacket that is also a little bit quirky. I
have two winter coats that are staples from November
to March and they both cost under £15 each.
If you are in need of an oversized jumper to pair with
some skinny jeans and some chunky boots, then the men’
s section of your local Oxfam might have the perfect
solution for you. If you find a charity shop in the centre of
London and get in early, then often you can find
vintage branded sweatshirts and hoodies for cheaper
prices.
One of my all-time favourite charity shop finds was a pair
of medium-wash straight cut vintage Levi’s for £5 in the
Oxfam in Edgeware Road. The beauty of going to
charity shops is that every time you find something you
love, you feel like you’ve landed upon gold dust. It’s not
like shopping in a vintage shop where everything is hand
picked and in good condition you have to sift through
old shirts and slightly dodgy trainers before you find
something secretly quite special which just makes your

whole trip worthwhile.
I love buying my clothes from charity shops for that
reason – they are cheap, practical but also fun and
quirky, remember that buying in charity shops benefit the
people the organisation supports as well as the planet
by reducing the demand for fast fashion. If one of your
new years resolutions was to try and do your bit to help
the environment, choosing to buy from charity shops is a
great way to start.
.

1.

Allow yourself time. This means you are more
likely to stumble upon something you may have
otherwise overlooked.

2.

Don’t go in with a game plan. Be open minded;
this is something so important as you cannot
predict what you are going to find but if you
are open to trying on different items and
having patience you are more likely to find
clothes you did not expect to like or fit with your
style.

3.

Bring music or friends; either way the trip can be
enjoyed as a day of self care or a fun day out
with your friends.

Eleonora Gallenzi-Minervini
2018 has certainly been an interesting year for music. We’ve lost many talents, new ones have emerged
and many have made a comeback. Whilst everyone has different opinions, I’d like to share some albums
which made my musical year.

1
2
3

After the success of their previous album ‘Meliora’, the lead single of which (‘Cirice’) earned them a
2016 Grammy for the Best Metal Performance, the Swedish rockers returned with a mysterious new
frontman and an original take on one of history’s most tragic events: the Black Death. The album opens
somewhat calmly with an eerie rendition of the nursery rhyme ‘Ring a Ring o’ Roses’, sung by the
daughter of Tobias Forge (the lead singer), before we are launched into a much darker and heavier
‘Rats’. This seamless blend between loud and quiet is a recurring theme throughout ‘Prequelle’, and the
inclusion of instrumental tracks such as ‘Helvetesfönster’ helps create a harmonious blend between
metal and classical music, accompanied by Tobias Forge’s soaring vocals. All of this is intermingled
with ’80s nostalgia, a very prominent theme in Ghost’s music, particularly noticeable in ‘Dance
Macabre’, one of the album’s most memorable tracks. Prequelle’ has been nominated for two Grammys:
‘Rats’ has been nominated for the Best Rock Song award and the album is in line to win the Best Rock
Album award and it is truly well-deserved. I await the next album with great anticipation.

Mike Shinoda’s debut album ‘Post Traumatic’ finds a perfect balance between rap and rock that is
reminiscent of his main band Linkin Park. Written shortly after Chester Bennington’s passing, ‘Post
Traumatic’ is a journey through Shinoda’s mind as he attempts to come to terms with his bandmate’s
death. It is a very emotional album, with ‘Can’t Hear Me Now’ – written in Bennington’s perspective –
being a particularly hard-hitting song. While Linkin Park’s future remains unclear, ‘Post Traumatic’ is proof
that Mike Shinoda is an incredible artist whatever happens to the band.

The Rammstein guitarist returns yet again with
another successful album for his side project
Alkaline Trio return after five years with
Emigrate. Although it’s not as industrial metal as
another catchy, but dark-lyrical album that
Rammstein, the songs are no less enjoyable.
is well worth multiple listens.
The tracks are all different, but they don’t feel
forced to cater to various audiences. The
collaborations are phenomenal. Till
Lindemann singing (in German, of course)
on the track ‘Let’s Go’ and Cardinal Copia
featuring in ‘I’m Not Afraid’ are just some of
This delightfully packaged self-titled compilation album, which
the highlights. The guitar riffs and solos are
covers every angle of Chris Cornell’s career from
also excellent. All of this is very promising,
Soundgarden to Audioslave to Temple of Dog to his own
given that Rammstein will be releasing a
solo career, is an absolute delight and any fan’s dream.
new album in April.

Tiffany Chan
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s a Chinese person who is immersed in the Entertainment
Industr y, 2018 will be remembered as a truly iconic era. From the
release of ‘ Crazy Rich Asians’, the first Hollywood movie to star
an all Asian cast in 25 years, based on a book by an Asian
author Kevin Kwan, to Priyanka Chopra and Nick Jonas’ awesome
wedding that got insane media coverage. In fact, with the help of social
media, I’m pretty sure there was more buzz towards their wedding that
fused the traditional Indian culture with the traditional Western one, than
the actual royal wedding.
How can we forget the heartwarming rom
-com starring Lana Condor, which
revolved around an Korean-American
family, and is based on a book with a
Korean-American author, Jenny Han. ‘To
All The Boys I’ve loved Before’ became
so popular that a sequel is now in the
works! Not only does this give more
opportunity to rising Asian talent, (which
there is plenty of) but we get to see
more light hearted comedy with Asian
characters, and a stor yline that does not
revolve around them being Asian. Also
more Noah Centineo, which is a plus!
2018 also had releases of the thriller
‘Searching’, starring John Cho, and the
Netflix original, ‘Killing Eve’, starring
Sandra Oh, who became the first Asian
woman to be Emmy nominated for lead
actress. And she won! Constance Wu
similarly became the first woman
nominated for a Golden Globe for lead
actress in over 40 years.

Cosmopolitan India also featured iconic
women like YouTuber and influencer Lilly
Singh, poet Rupi Kaur, and actress and
model Priyanka Chopra. They learnt from
Vogue India’s mistake of using Kim
Kardashian and Kendall Jenner wearing
traditional Indian garments as their
cover, which faced social media
backlash.

Image source: 93.5 country

Stereotypes about the ‘nerdy, feminine’ Asian men
(think Raj from the Big Bang Theory,) where also
broken, when Henry Goulding became the first
Asian man to grace GQ’s men of the year cover.
Asian men are so often emasculated in movies,
the butt-joke of every tv, that seeing an Asian
depicted as ‘sexy’ is almost revolutionary. Miss
Philippines was also crowned
Miss Universe 2018, while Miss
USA got called out for mocking
the other contestants’ inability
to speak English fluently.
Image Source: Nikkei

Asian Review
In the comedy business, there
were also wins. With Awkwafina
starring in ‘Crazy Rich Asians’, ‘Oceans 8’, and
becoming the second Asian woman to ever
host SNL, to Hasan Minhaj becoming the first
Indian-American to get his own comedy
show.

In music, there’s no
denying the rise of Kpop
in the West, especially in
the past year, exposing
many westerners to
Asians.
The
2018
Billboard List of top
Image source: sporcle
social influencers was
26%
Kpop
artists,
including groups like ‘Stray Kids’, ‘GOT7’, and
‘Twice’. The ever rising kpop boy group ‘BTS’ were
ranked first, and are now the first kpop group to
get a Grammy nomination. Hopefully, the first of
many Asian musicians to gain recognition. Their
collaboration with western artists this year like
Steve Aoki and Nicki Minaj hopefully lead to the
normalisation of Asians in the industry. Another
group, ‘NCT 127’ also attended American Music
Awards. Kpop girl group ‘Blackpink’ notably signed
with record Label ‘Interscope’, known for managing
artist such as Eminem, Lady Gaga, Kendrick Lamar,
and Billie Eilish. They are performing at Coachella,
along with Kpop band ‘Hyokoh’. Similarly, Jay Park
becomes the first Asian rapper to sign under the
record label ‘Roc Nation’, which also houses big
names like, Jay Z, Rihanna, Meek Mill, and Alicia
Keys.

And why is this all
important? Why am I so
excited for the rise of
Kpop when I myself am
not even Korean?
When I was growing up,
the
first
celebrity
people thought of
Image source: the national
when
‘Asian’
was
mentioned
was
probably
Jackie
Chan or Bruce
Lee.
Even
Seeing myself in characters
though they’
re legends,
who have similar experiences,
people
family dynamics, and inside
would often
mock
the
jokes, makes me feel
Kung fu. Back
represented and validated.
w h e n
‘Gangnam Style’
was the only Kpop
song anyone knew
about, it was also treated
as a joke. Now, hopefully
‘Asian’ has more positive
connotations. Also, as many
people don’t know the
difference
between
countries like China, Japan,
and Korea, a win for any
Image source:
Asian nation is a win for all.
Vogue Theatre

Just being able to turn on
the TV to watch ‘Fresh off the Boat’, a comedy
revolving around a Chinese-family in America, or
turning on Netflix to watch ‘Kim’s convenience’, a
comedy revolving around a Korean family in
Canada, and seeing someone who I can relate
to! Seeing myself in characters who have similar
experiences, family dynamics, and inside jokes,
makes me feel represented and validated.
Hopefully 2019 will have more in store for Asian
representation.

To the oldest
alchemist

Photography by Nana ama Konadu otuo

A Letter to Cosmos
To the oldest alchemist,
Our matriarch,
They say a foetus gains fingerprints by pressing it ’s palms
against it ’s mothers womb.
The ridges of our fragile hands were imprints
in the splintering patterns of your vegetation.
The hardened clay which sits
between our lungs was exhumed
from the darkened wells of your eyes as
We start raging wars on your skin,
mutilating your body,
forest fires scarring you like ring rot.
If only Hitler held you like he would a gun between his teeth,
We could have learned to kiss your anguished mouth,
your hymns ringing down our throats, down our spines.
To think you fell to this soft bloodless Race,
To think you fell to these half-healed, half formed thieves.

The way we look at you should be holy.
This isn’t a tragedy,
It ’s a homicide.
A murder where it wasn’t enough just to witness your death,
We crave to feel your moans vibrate from our boots
To our hipbones.
You are a crone now with
gouged eyes and a skin stitched
together with polyethylene and acr ylics.
Your body is embedded with glass shards
From broken storefront windows whilst
We wear looted gold around our necks in triumph.
Draw me the oceans in crumbling charcoal,
This is our future.
We chase waves whilst we can because soon
they will melt our river-silt bones down
To a pool of empty ghosts.

Lakshya Ravikumar

Alex Barnard
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fter a relaxing, festive
Christmas break, the least
anyone wants to do is to go
back to school and leave
the yuletide season for next year. But if you search closely, there are still many wintery
activities to do around the city to keep you in a happy mood even through those post
-Christmas blues. Here are just a few running through January around London:
WINTER WONDERLAND
Always a staple event in the seasonal calendar, Hyde Park’s annual Winter Wonderland never fails
to impress its visitors with its wide variety of rides, foods and its incredible atmosphere. Just a few train
rides away from Putney, Winter Wonderland is full of fun and festive things to do, including iceskating, big top shows and a huge observation wheel, not to mention its numerous rides. Although
prices for some attractions can be steep, the event is free to walk around and this can be a fun
activity on its own due to the incredible atmosphere. For the best experience, make sure to visit in
the late afternoon or evening while it’s dark - the huge array of lights sparkling all around is not to
be missed.

OXFORD STREET CHRISTMAS LIGHTS
Each year Oxford Street is adorned and this year’s dazzling
display is definitely one to visit. Whether coming to shop or just
to sightsee, nobody can miss this huge collection of lights
running all the way down this famous street. One of the best
things about this activity is that it is totally free and you are
guaranteed a great show without needing to pay anything.
As with Winter Wonderland, it is advisable to visit when it’s dark
rather than in the day, as the display standing out against the
night sky really adds something extra to the experience.

GINGERBREAD CITY AT THE MUSEUM
OF ARCHITECTURE
situated just a bus ride from school in South Kensington, the Museum of Architecture’s Gingerbread
City is definitely something to marvel at. Displays all around portray a futuristic city - albeit one
made almost entirely of gingerbread! Architects from all around the world took part in creating this
impressive collection which is a valuable visit. If you are keen, you can take part in a workshop
taking place on specific days this month. Adults
cost a reasonable £6, with children going free.

ICE SKATING AT HAMPTON COURT
PALACE
Who doesn’t love ice skating? And so close
to school, this is definitely a simple and fun
activity. Set against the backdrop of Henry VIII’
s former abode, this is a spacious rink with lots
of space to skate. It’s open from 10am-9pm
every day and tickets are, again, reasonably
priced; an adult ticket costs £14.50 and
children under 12 cost £10.50. For those
aged 12-15, the ticket price is £12.50. Ice
skating, whether you’re good at it or not, is
always fun with friends and Hampton Court is
definitely one of the most scenic places to
skate.

From readers of the Iliad, to mythology obsessed
children the story of Achilles is a famous one. The
brave Greek warrior, the son of a goddess and,
somewhat less nobly, the man who brought such
devastation upon the Greeks. The Iliad itself starts
with the lines ‘Sing, goddess, the anger of Achilles
son of Peleus’, setting him up as, arguably, the most
important character within the Iliad. And despite his
anger, the chaos and deaths he called, he shall
always be remembered as a hero, whilst his
competitors remain largely forgotten. However, it is
not his competitors who are truly the lost voices of
the Trojan war, but instead the women. After all the
war was started for Helen and Achilles’ anger was
spurned by the theft of his favoured slave girl Briseis
and yet in the larger scheme of literature the two
are just a couple of names in the sea of many.

survive her capture; and how some of the other girls
have grown to love their masters in a way she
cannot bring herself to imagine.

To change all that, earlier this year Pat Barker
released a book titled ‘The Silence of the Girls’. In
which the Iliad is retold from the point of view of
Briseis herself and speaks of the lives of her and the
other forgotten women of the Iliad. The novel starts
shortly before Briseis is herself gifted to Achilles, and
follows the course of the well-known tale but instead
of feeling repetitive it offers an entirely new dynamic
to the story. And thus Barker weaves a heartwrenching tale of Briseis’ struggle to settling in to the
Greek Army Camp that has become her new home;
sold to the man who’d captured her town and killed
her family. She wrestles with the idea of how best to

I thoroughly enjoyed this book and I urge everyone
to read it, whether you are familiar with the original
tale or not, as it sheds a new, much needed, light
on the ancient story. For the first time we are allowed
to understand the lives of the women who played
such a vital part in the tales of Greek Myth, offering
a modern insight into the age-old tale in the form of
the forgotten women who were undoubtedly just as
important as the Greek warriors. After all, it is mainly
for them that the wars and arguments were fought.
And in 2019 I look forward to more books of this
nature.

It is at times a dark tale, bringing new light to familiar
stories. Once again, we are exposed to the tale of
Chryseis, the daughter of a priest of Apollo
favoured by Agamemnon and her struggle to return
home. Whilst just as Briseis has begun to find her way
in Achilles’ camp; growing to befriend her fellow girls
and understand, though not forgive, the Myrmidon
warriors, she is torn from her home after an argument
between Achilles and Agamemnon, trading life with
one monster for another. Yet despite the horrors
Briseis face she shows resilience, and a strong hope
that one day she will free herself and become the
author of her own story.

Yes, the death of young men in battle is a tragedy - I’d lost four brothers, I didn’t need anybody to tell me that. A tragedy
worthy of any number of laments - but theirs is not the worst fate. I looked at Andromache, who’d have to live the rest of her
amputated life as a slave, and I thought: We need a new song.

—Medusa—
By Polly Cameron

S

he rules over a barren island. Her subjects are made of stone. Medusa walks among
them, pausing to caress each cold cheek. She doesn’t care that each and every one of
her collection had a family and a future. The Gods brought it upon themselves to see
their chosen ones fall. They are heartless, all of them. Not one shred of sympathy in their
immortal hearts. No one intervened when Medusa’s body was defiled by Poseidon or when Athena cursed her. Still they send demigod after demigod, hoping a warrior will bring back her head.
Each time their hero is mesmerised by Medusa’s pretty eyes.
It’s the dead of night when a boy appears, drowsy and confused on Medusa’s island. She smiles
as her snakes inform her of his presence. Slowly she makes her way to where he lies and regards him
curiously from the back of the beach. In the faint moonlight she can see the curl of his hair and the
outline of his lips. He calls out and she replies. Medusa’s heart flutters, she has never talked to a
victim. She asks him what he is doing on her island and he replies he was fishing with his father when
a rogue wind blew them off course. He’s a mortal she realises. The gods have never sent one of
them before. Medusa comes closer, making sure not an inch of her is seen. They talk and soon Medusa is laughing and smiling. It’s been years. She hasn’t felt happiness like this since she was human.
The joy fades when he says he wants to see her face. She shies away from him and runs off into the
night.
The day comes and Medusa watches him from behind a sand dune. He is even more beautiful in
the light. Curls spun from the sun and freckles like a smattering of gold dust. His eyes are the deep
green of the sea and when he smiles her heart stops. Medusa waits for night fall and visits him
again. He laughs in delight and grabs her hands, whirling her round in a mad dance. They flop on
the sand, breathless. Medusa looks at him, shining like water in the moonlight. Her heart beats fast
and she kisses him, square on the mouth. She’s drowning, his warm lips her only lifeline. When she
comes up for air he links their hands and they lie in the sand, drifting into a fitful sleep. She is still on
the beach when he wakes. He looks down at her, sees her scales and serpents.
Delicately touching a quivering snake, he gives a small smile. He wraps his arms around Medusa
and falls back to sleep. She wakes this time and jerks away, horrified at her mistake.
He awakens at the commotion and reaches out to her. Medusa franticly covers her eyes and
screams to turn away but it’s too late, her beautiful boy has turned to stone. Medusa weeps.

Photography by Nana Ama Konadu Otuo

love
Lara Arif

I

never used to understand why there was
such a hype around new year’s – New
Year’s Day is just another day, and a
year is just a collection of those days
and new year’s celebrations are almost like
a collective celebration of our survival.

year or leaving behind a bad one, it feels
like a chance to move on. Whilst I don’t set
a huge list of resolutions and goals for the
year, I do always take the time to think of
things that I want to achieve in the year
because I think it’s quite easy to sometimes
forget to bring our goals into life.
Committing to a few goals, even
It was only until I had a pretty
if it is only for a short amount
testing year (2014) that I
of time, makes me feel a bit
started to understand why
During hardship, we humans
more motivated to achieve
the celebration of a new
tend to forget that earth still
some of the things I want
year was so loved. Being
to achieve.
spins on its axis - even when
able to watch the sky
light up whilst surrounded
it feels like our personal
by some of my favourite
The beginning of 2019
bubble
of
life
is
falling
apart
people after what felt like
does not have to mean
the longest year possible
the start of something
and as long as this carries on,
felt like such a relief. T o me,
amazing because we will
things
will
always
move
on.
it highlighted how whilst
all face challenges this year,
some bad periods of time feel
big or small. To me, it means
like they will never end, they
an opportunity to start to do the
always do. During hardship, we humans
things that I didn’t manage to do last
tend to forget that earth still spins on its year and to try new things. I love New Year’s
axis - even when it feels like our personal because since 2014 I’ve had some of the
bubble of life is falling apart - and as long best years and some more difficult ones but
as this carries on, things will always move on. each year has taught me something
different, and I think that is something worth
Since then, I’ve started to love new year’s. celebrating.
Whether it’s celebrating the end of a great

Darcey Boyle

T

he former First Lady, Michelle
Obama (54), released her
best selling memoir on
November 13th 2018. Within
one week of its release Becoming
sold over 1.4 million copies making it
one of the best sellers of the year.
Becoming tells the story of Michelle’s
childhood learning the piano on the
south side of Chicago where she was
told by a school advisor that she was
“not Princeton material” before going
on to enrol in Princeton then
proceeding to Harvard to study law.
The inspiring and thoughtful book
details how she worked on a steady
upward track, her unexpected
relationship with Barack Obama and
her journey from her Southside
apartment to the White House.
Noted for her interpersonal warmth
and empathy, Michelle embarked on
her book tour in November to further
spread the messages included in her
autobiography worldwide including a
planned visit to London on April 14th.
Her ongoing passion for education is
carried into her visits to schools to
remind girls that they can accomplish
anything and can overcome all
obstacles in their way.

Hayley Kiyoko (27) is a multi-talented
songwriter, singer, actress, producer and
director. She is hailed as a lesbian pop
icon and has released her album
Expectations on March 30th last year. This
album included topics such as; selfdiscovery, overcoming adversity and
Sapphic love. Kiyoko’s beautifully shot music
videos landed her the Rising Star award at
Billboard’s Women in Music celebration,
where her acceptance speech mentioned
that “I’m the artist that I am out of necessity”
emphasising the importance of her role as
an outspoken and unapologetic LGBTQ+
voice in music. Last year she also received
a VMA for Push artist of the year saying that
“This validates any Queer women of
colour—you can follow your dreams”. Her
music ranges from playful and flirty tunes
such as Curious to songs about depression
like Mercy/Gatekeeper. Hayley lives her
truth and uses that to offer representation
to Queer girls while bravely reminding
everyone that being ourselves can be
the most difficult but the most
impactful thing we can to
do in our lives.

Emma Gonzalez (19) took the
stage at the March for our Lives
protest in March of last year and
commanded the attention of
thousands for 6 minutes and 20
seconds, most of which was spent in
a powerful silence leaving the
crowd letting out occasional
cheers until the roaring chant of
“Never Again” broke out while tears
were present on every face. This
powerful speech by the Parkland
School shooting survivor showed
the world the power of a few
sentences and a defiant stare.
Since then she has spoken with
NRA representatives baffling all with
her ability to leave her opponents
speechless and becoming
a voice to be
reckoned
with.

African

Gillian Gyamfi

F

ollowing the successful launch of the “Back2Africa”
Festival in February, Nana Akufo-Addo president of
Ghana proclaimed 2019 as the “year of return”
during his speech at the National Press Club in
Washington D.C in September, where he launched the “Year
of Return, Ghana 2019” program. He declared “In the year
of 2019, we open our arms even wider to welcome home
our brothers and sisters in what will become a birthright
journey home for the global African family”. Other speakers
at the event were: Ghana’s ambassador to the USA Dr Adjei
Bawuah; executive director of the Panafest Foundation
Rabbai Kohain; Sheila Jackson (an African
American Congresswoman) and Gina Paige,
co-founder
and
president
of AfricanAncestry.com.

Ghana, due to Full Circle Festival chaired by the Ghanaian
President and presented by the Minister of Tourism, Minister
of Business Development and Office of Diaspora Affairs. The
event was hosted by actor Boris Kodjoe and Bozoma Saint
John (the CMO at Endeavour and former marketing
executive at Apple Music) who are both of Ghanaian
descent. The festival was established to honour and
celebrate African ancestry and generational legacy and to
kick start the Year of Return. It was a star studded event with:
Naomi Campbell, Idris Elba, Liam Payne, Rosario Dawson,
Diggy Simmons, Oswald Boateng, Edward Enninful, Steff
London, Reggie Yates, Skepta and Anthony
Anderson in attendance just to name a few.
Award winning rapper Diggy Simmons
recently posted about his trip to Ghana
“Back home in Ghana, as you go
on Instagram explaining that “The
media and my social narrative has
through the slave dungeons, you
often viewed Africa with a lens of
The programme was launched to
will
know
that
you
are
the
violence,
poverty
and
welcome and reach out to the
underdevelopment.
This
portrayal
has
African diaspora around the world,
Josephs and Josephines who
caused generations of Africans to
to mark the 400 year anniversary of
were sold into slavery and have
abandon their own heritage and
the first arrival of the first enslaved
traditions. During my trip to Ghana, I
Africans to what we now know as
come back home”.
can’t say I’ve ever felt more comfortable
Virginia in 1619. When Brazil became
in a space”.
the last country to abolish the slave trade
in 1888 an estimated 17 million men and
women had been seized from the continent. In Ghana
there are around 40 castles and forts such as The Cape Through events like this, Diasporas are encouraged to make
Coast Castle and Elmina Castle, which still stand and mark the trip back home to discover and appreciate the side of
as a reminder of the slave trade. The event was organised Africa which the rest of the world chooses to ignore. This
by Ghana’s Minister of Tourism, Arts and Culture Mrs homecoming allows a stronger connection, deeper
Catherine Abelema Afeku. As part of the initiative, Ghana is understanding and healing between Africans and the
launching a series of programs and activities which hope to Diaspora on a Pan-African scale. Ghana has welcomed
encourage many people of African descent to make the and even been a home to many famous black intellectuals
journey to visit the motherland. Mrs Afeku addressed the such as President Barack Obama, Stevie Wonder, Martin
crowd too, saying “Back home in Ghana, as you go through Luther King Jnr, W.E.B Dubois, Maya Angelou, Mohammed Ali,
the slave dungeons, you will know that you are the Josephs Sylvia Boone and Malcom X, all of who have graced and
and Josephines who were sold into slavery and have come honoured Ghana with their presence and have in turn been
back home”. The programme was initially started by the late inspired. As someone who is a second generation immigrant,
former Tourism Minister Otanka Obetsebi Lamptey who I sympathise with the importance of knowing your heritage
launched the ‘Joseph Project’ just over a decade ago because it gives you an understanding of who you are. I am
inviting descendants of enslaved Africans around back extremely excited to see what 2019 brings for all those of
home.
African descent wherever they are in the world, who have all
been encouraged to find themselves, learn about their
Many celebrities spent the festive season living it up in history and have been welcomed home with open arms.

W

hen someone asks me what the
highlight of 2018 was, two words
spring to mind. Costa Rica. A
countr y filled with beautiful
beaches, towering hills and lush tropical
jungles. On a cold, drear y day on 14th of
Februar y, other girls and I travelled there,
hoping to improve our Spanish and have a
bit of a break from the torture of revising for
our upcoming GCSEs.

plastic on beaches; men selling fresh
coconut water and pineapples; and sur fers
tackling the waves. One of the activities we
all had to do during our stay was surfing. It
did not turn out to be ver y successful. Many
of us looked like the hunchback of NotreDame and I did spot a few locals laughing
whilst we fell into the sea with huge splashes.

Throughout the whole week, many of us
experienced things we had never done
Upon arrival we cramped into a small minibus before. From jeweller y making to zip-wiring
that would take us to Samara, the area of through the most scenic views, the trip was
Costa Rica we would be staying at. After unforgettable in many ways. However, for me
hours of driving through
it was how friendly and
rocky mountain roads and
kind the people were that
From
the
welcome
sign
at
the
getting
lost,
the
bus
really made me enjoy it.
stopped outside a small
airport to menus in restaurants, Ever y dinner, we would
huddle of people on a dusty
chat with my host-mother
everywhere we went there would about our day and our
street. It was pitch black
when we got there but I can
always be this saying: ¡Pura Vida! lives back at home. Costa
clearly remember my host
Ricans live so differently to
mother smiling at my friend which literally translates to as pure what we are used to and
and I, whilst offering to carr y
are so welcoming to those
life.
our packed to the rim
who want to understand
suitcases in broken English.
more about their culture
She had kept out dinner for us to eat, and countr y.
thankfully. Despite it being almost midnight, I
ate a whole bowlful of food whilst tr ying to From the welcome sign at the airport to
converse in my pitiful Spanish. It was times menus in restaurants, ever ywhere we went
like that when you realise that Google there would always be this saying: ¡Pura
Translate really does save your life.
Vida! which literally translates as pure life. In
Costa Rica it is a way of living: ever yone
Unfortunately, the next morning was not as was so calm and took life without stress. It
peaceful as the night before. I was late for might be one of the reasons why Costa Rica
the start of school and so was bundled into is one of the happiest countries in the world.
a rusty Jeep and driven to the gorgeous The people are so grateful for what they
beach school, where the rest of my have been given and never spend time over
classmates had already started. We had an thinking negatives unlike many of us in
introductor y tour and put into classes based London. Before I went to there, I would have
on our ability. Not the most exciting morning, thought ‘Pura Vida’ to just be two words next
if I’m being honest. Thankfully we were to each other, but now I can understand the
allowed to explore the beach and small true meaning: living life to the fullest whilst
town in the afternoon. As cheesy as it may
being
thankful,
sound, Samara was picture perfect: no Meera Robins
happy and relaxed.

Govhar Dadashova

s a society, we continuously make
damaging
generalisations
and
impressions on various activities. We
believe activities such as debating or
oracy, are restricted or even limited to those
who are naturally confident and comfortable
when speaking in public. Last year, we strived to
break free of those generalisations, and worked
towards highlighting how both activities were
truly an exciting and thought provoking
experience. We gained a new Head of
Debating, and for the very first time, an Orator
in Residence. These figures
implemented new changes,
which have allowed us to
develop our individual skills,
and feel more empowered to
master the art of a typically
male dominated activity.
Our Debating Society no
longer convened on a once a
week basis, but now held a
session on both Wednesdays and Thursdays,
allowing us more time to fully dissect our
arguments. We had two types of sessions, with
one focusing on skills, including rebuttal and
several intellectual fallacies. The latter focused
on discussing moral and ethical problems, which
often formed the foundation of many of our
debates.
At the beginning of the year, we took part in
the Oxford Debating Competition, with one of
our teams making it through to Finals Day, where
they debated against international teams, from
countries such as Canada and India, at Oxford
University. We also participated in the
Cambridge Debating Competition, against sixth
formers, gaining new experience and debating
on several challenging topics.

2018

Furthermore, we participated in the ESU
Churchill competition, both at the beginning of
the year and later in November, where it was
hosted at Putney. At the first competition, we
won various prizes, including Best Speaker, Best
Personality and Best Questioner. One of our
teams also got through to later rounds, where
they gave fantastic performances. At the
second competition, one of our debaters won
Best Speaker on a speech based around why
sexism is still rife in the modern day.
Our Debating Club, though
beginners
at
debating,
participated in the London
Junior
Debating
League,
against top debating teams,
where they also gave stellar
performances.
Finally,
our
Orator in Residence organised
a special event cleverly
called, ‘Women Shall Not Be
Disqualified’. Within this event,
we heard a variety of speeches, written by
debaters, focusing on a myriad of complex
topics, including feminism and even how the
educational system is failing dyslexic children.
We also had students who were keen actors
and actresses, perform female speeches from
Parliament. This night, attended by the Chair for
the Women’s Equality Party branch in Richmond,
Jill Lorimer, allowed the Putney community to
reconsider the future for women and how best
we can rectify the ever present issue of gender
inequality.
2018 has been a culmination of exciting and
new experiences, especially throughout our
debating endeavours. We hope the new year
will bring us more opportunities to strengthen
our skills, and continue to break the barriers for
young female debaters in our community.

Jill Drower, Putney alumna,
historian and author of
‘ Good Clean Fun: A Social
Histor y of Britain’s First
Holiday Camp.’ This book is
written with a dynamic
passion for the histor y of
Young
Men’s
Holiday
Camps on the Island of
Man. Inspired by her family ’s
histor y, Jill Drower dives into
the stor y of Billy Butland
and the North End of
Liverpool. She describes the
vital role these camps
played during World War
One and World War Two
with enthusiasm. I would
recommend picking up this
book if you are interested
in histor y and it is available
on Amazon for £25.
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